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Lately, Indonesia government has new police about petroleum conversion to LPG. Some districts have got it in 3kg. Krebet one of the village in Malang have petroleum conversion to LPG. That is why the writer took her research in this village. The aim of this research was to know the Krebetness’ opinion and it process about this conversion. This research was survey descriptive. The writer used questionnaire, interview, and documentation as her research method. She was also used 30 people as the research sample. Based on the research, the writer found that Krebetness have negative or bad opinion about this conversion. They assumed that brazier fire was easy to explode and it became the main reason why they worry and gave the negative opinion. Most of them can not operate it. From the sample can be seen that 8 person or 26, 6% were agree with government police and the rest 66, 6% or 22 person were disagree. From this research, the writer concluded that Indonesia government was not conducting this converse totally. It can be proved from the Krebetness who have not got LPG and the brazier. The government was also less cooperation with the village official as the main instructor in this place. Based on the explanation above, the writer concluded that Krebetness have negative assumption about petroleum conversion to LPG because petroleum was cheaper than LPG and can not operate LPG well.